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1 Introduction

People’s universalism captures to what degree they give the same weight to the interests
of strangers as to those of in-group members in their decision-making. Universalists are
not necessarily more or less prosocial; instead, they allocate a given prosocial “budget”
more uniformly. Universalism has attracted considerable interest across economics and
the social sciences, partly because a broad body of theoretical and empirical work – refer-
enced below – has linked universalism to variables such as social cooperation and trust,
development, attitudes towards redistribution, immigration or climate change, voting,
friendship networks and donations, among others.

Despite this rich body of work, our understanding of heterogeneity in universalism
and its potential economic implications is still incomplete. This is for at least three rea-
sons. First, existing efforts to collect controlled data on universalism only involve a hand-
ful of (mostly rich, Western) countries or small convenience samples. The scarcity of
controlled representative data is problematic both because it prevents large-scale global
analyses, and because of the prominent criticism that stylized facts about preferences
and values, as well as their linkages with behaviors, political views or demographics,
may not generalize beyond convenience participant pools (e.g., Henrich et al., 2010b).

Second, we know relatively little about the motives that underlie heterogeneity in
observed universalism. One possibility is that people have heterogeneous moral views:
some people may consider it morally right to give more weight to the interests of their
in-groups, while others consider it morally right to act in universalist ways. Indeed, for
decades, philosophers have debated whether we have relationship-specific moral obli-
gations, and, if so, whether these primarily apply to the family, or also extend to co-
religionists, community members, or compatriots (Rawls, 1993; Sandel, 1998, 2005).
However, another possibility is that some people deviate from universalism despite view-
ing universalism as morally right, simply because their in-group members are more im-
portant to them. The available empirical evidence does not allow us to assess which of
these two mechanisms is more important.

Third, presumably partly due to a previous lack of controlled data, we know rel-
atively little about how universalism and people’s underlying moral views are shaped
by their environments and experiences. Cultural psychologists have hypothesized that
democracy increases universalism (Henrich et al., 2010b). Similarly, philosophers have
long argued that the existence of a fair basic structure in society (such as a democratic
system) could make people more supportive of universalist moral views, at least within
their own society (Rawls, 1993). Yet, rigorous evidence on this idea is scarce.

To further our understanding of the role of universalism in society, this paper intro-
duces the Global Universalism Survey (GUS), the first large-scale globally-representative
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dataset on the extent to which people make universalistic distributive decisions in mone-
tary tradeoffs between in-group members and strangers. By introducing these data, we
document a new set of stylized facts that (i) exposit the main sources of variation in uni-
versalism within and across countries; (ii) shed light on the importance of moral views
for universalism, and how these views vary systematically across demographic groups
and countries; (iii) report what we believe are first-order correlations with individual-
level political views and civic engagement; (iv) document country-level correlations with
variables that capture the economic, political and religious organization of society; and
(v) tentatively identify experience with democracy as a partial driver of heterogeneity
in universalism across individuals and cultures.

Our survey was implemented through the infrastructure of the 2020 Gallup World
Poll. The data cover nationally representative samples in each of 60 countries, with a to-
tal sample size of about 64,000 respondents. The countries were selected to be broadly
representative of the world population, to move beyond the overrepresentation of West-
ern populations that is endemic to most multinational studies.

The dataset consists of a series of disinterested distributive decisions in which the re-
spondent is tasked with distributing the local currency equivalent of hypothetical $1,000
between two individuals. We measure both domestic universalism, capturing how peo-
ple differentiate between different groups in their own country, and foreign universal-
ism, capturing how people differentiate between compatriots and non-compatriots. To
measure domestic universalism, the distributive decision is between a stranger from the
respondent’s country of residence and an in-group member, which varies across distribu-
tive situations. For example, in one question, respondents in the U.S. were asked how
they would allocate $1,000 between a friend and a stranger from the U.S. We measure
foreign universalism by asking respondents to allocate $1,000 between a stranger from
their own country and a stranger from anywhere in the world.

These distributive decisions are hypothetical in nature but were previously experi-
mentally validated, and have been shown to be predictive of whether people predom-
inantly donate to local or more global causes (Enke et al., forthcoming). The survey
questions further (i) underwent extensive pre-tests in countries of different cultural her-
itage, (ii) were translated using professional back-and-forth techniques and (iii) involved
comparable monetary amounts that were scaled by national income. We discuss in detail
potential data quality issues, and find no indication that these differ between economi-
cally developed and developing nations.

Another novel feature of the present study is that we use a between-subjects treat-
ment design to investigate to which extent universalistic behavior is driven by moral
considerations. Do people view it as morally right to deviate from universalism, or do
they deviate despite viewing universalism as morally right? In a Baseline treatment, we
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simply asked respondents how they would allocate the money between the two individ-
uals. Here, responses could be driven by both moral considerations and group-specific
altruism. In treatment Moral, we instead asked people how they would allocate the
money if they were to do what they consider morally right. A comparison between Base-
line and Moral thus allows us to quantify the importance of moral considerations for
the decisions of the respondents. We structure this analysis through a simple model that
allows us both to interpret treatment differences and to decompose heterogeneity in
universalistic behavior across demographic or cultural groups.

Our data show quantitatively large variation in distributive behavior in the global
sample. Around 26% of respondents always act in line with universalism and divide
the money equally in all decisions, while 17% of respondents strongly deviate from
universalism by sharing at most 20% of the money with the stranger across the different
situations. There is also large cross-country heterogeneity in universalism:money shared
with the strangers ranges from around 26% in China, India and Israel to 46% in Ethiopia.

We further find large heterogeneity in universalism across the different relationships
that we study. For instance, globally, respondents are substantially more universalistic
when the in-group member is a co-religionist rather than a family member, and national
identity likewise appears to induce relatively pronounced deviations from universalism.

The large variation in universalistic behavior across individuals, countries and types
of relationships raises the question about whether these differences reflect variation in
group-specific altruism or heterogeneity in what people deem morally right. Strikingly,
we find that respondents make almost the same decisions when we ask them to do what
they consider morally right (treatment Moral) as when we just ask them to allocate the
money (Baseline). This suggests that the vast majority of heterogeneity in universalistic
behavior across the world reflects disagreement about what is the morally right thing to
do, perhaps because some people believe in the existence of relationship-specific moral
obligations, while others do not.

Given these results, a question is which parts of the population are more or less
universalist, and how these patterns vary across cultures. In almost all countries, we
find that younger people and women are more universalist, and the magnitude of these
relationships is very similar in high- and low-income countries. Guided by our model,
we perform a formal decomposition exercise to document that about 70% of these age
and gender differences reflect heterogeneity in moral views: by and large, men and the
elderly are considerably more likely to believe that it is morally right to assign a higher
weight to the interests of their in-group members.

For themore endogenous individual characteristics, we often find large cross-cultural
variation in how demographics are associated with universalistic behavior. For example,
based on prior evidence in Western samples, we pre-registered the prediction that ur-
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banicity and a college degree would be positively correlated with universalism. Yet, in
our global data, we see that while well-educated city dwellers are more universalist in
Western Europe, the U.S. and Australia, they are actually significantly less universalist
outside of this narrow set of countries. Similarly, the correlation between atheism and
universalism is considerably more pronounced in the West than in other parts of the
world. These results provide a first demonstration that credibly studying heterogeneity
in universalism necessitates broad and culturally heterogeneous samples, since other-
wise intuitions that are largely based on Western data can lead researchers astray.

Next, we study potential links between universalism and individual behaviors and
outcomes. Here, we first consider the hypothesis that universalism may be important
for civic engagement and community attachment. If people’s moral circle only includes
those that are socially close to them, they may be unwilling to engage in civic prosocial
acts that benefit strangers, and may even desire to avoid interacting with strangers on
a regular basis. In line with this, we find that universalists are both more likely to have
recently helped a stranger in need, and to plan to move away (an indication of low
community attachment). These correlations hold conditional on a large set of covariates
and are very similar in high- and low-income nations.

We also investigate the relationship between universalism and economic and social
policy views. Prior work has argued that many canonical left-wing policies have a univer-
salist focus, so that universalism should be predictive of support for these policies (Enke
et al., 2020). For instance, redistribution by the federal government is a very universalist
concept compared to the small-scale group-based redistributive mechanisms that have
prevailed for the most part of human history (and still do in many places). A fortiori,
policies that aim at supporting immigrants, needy people abroad, or preventing global
climate change are highly universalist in nature. In contrast, a strong military is in some
ways an antidote to universalism because it serves to defend boundaries between ‘us’
and ‘them’. In line with these ideas, we find that universalists more strongly support
(i) federal programs to reduce economic inequality; (ii) a higher focus on helping the
global rather than the local poor; (iii) focusing on protecting the global rather than the
local environment; (iv) higher immigration and (v) a weaker military. While these re-
lationships are almost always quantitatively meaningful and statistically significant in
our global sample as a whole, we identify large heterogeneity across cultures. In low-
and middle-income countries, universalism explains very little, if any, of the variation in
political views. Moreover, the correlations between universalism and political views are
twice as large in rich Western societies than in rich countries outside the West, such as
South Korea, Israel or Japan. Further analyses suggest that these patterns are unlikely
to be driven by differential measurement error across countries. Rather, we interpret
them as genuine cultural specificity that again highlights the value of moving beyond
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Western countries in collecting controlled data on universalism.
To bring the global scope of our data further into the spotlight, we analyze cross-

country variation. Perhaps surprisingly, we find that per capita income is negatively cor-
related with universalistic behavior, in particular in tradeoffs between domestic in-group
members and domestic strangers. This result is partly but not entirely driven by many
Sub-Saharan populations making relatively universalist decisions. The negative cross-
country relationship goes against a common wisdom in cultural psychology that views
developed nations as particularly universalist (Henrich et al., 2010b; Henrich, 2020).

Per capita income only “explains” a small part of the cross-country variation in univer-
salism in our data set, which raises the question whether there are potentially “deeper”
historical or ecological variables that might explain cultural heterogeneity. A prominent
idea in the literature is that people’s views on the moral appropriateness of universalism
are economically functional: they partly evolved to support and incentivize cooperation
in economic production because different economic systems require either a universal-
ist or a relationship-specific morality. This broad idea has been put forward in at least
two ways. First, historically tight extended kinship systems – and the associated kin-
based economic production networks – are said to have fostered a morality in which
relationship-specific obligations play a prominent role (Enke, 2019; Henrich, 2020). Re-
latedly, Christianity is theorized to contribute to a universalist morality because it dis-
solved extended kinship networks (Schulz et al., 2019). A second psychological theory
that highlights the functional economic incentives behind universalism is that historical
reliance on irrigation practices produced an in-group-oriented morality. The argument
is that large-scale irrigation systems require intensive neighborhood-based cooperation,
which could foster moral views related to obligations towards in-group members (e.g.,
Talhelm et al., 2014; Buggle, 2020). However, previous contributions had to rely on rela-
tively indirect data on universalism to test such theories. We contribute to this discussion
by documenting that – in line with the aforementioned theories – country-level univer-
salism is strongly negatively correlated with tight historical kinship ties, positively with
Christianity, and negatively with historical irrigation practices. While only correlational
in nature, these results are consistent with the view that historical economic incentives
shaped the prevalance of universalism across the globe today.

At the country level, we also find a significant link between universalism and democ-
racy, in line with a body of theories in psychology and philosophy. We more rigor-
ously investigate a potential causal effect of democracy by leveraging two empirical
strategies from the political economy and cultural economics literatures. First, we link
country-cohort-specific variation in democracy over an individual’s lifetime to univer-
salism. These differences-in-differences analyses always hold the respondent’s country
and age fixed, and leverage that different age groups were exposed to democracy for
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different amounts of time across countries. Second, we conduct cross-migrant analyses
that hold the respondent’s current country of residence fixed and leverage variation in
democracy in the respondent’s home country. In both types of analyses, we find that
experience with democracy is significantly predictive of both universalistic behavior and
universalistic moral views.

Taken together, the contribution of this paper is fourfold. First, we present a new set
of stylized facts about the global variation in universalism and its correlates, at both
the individual and the country level. Second, we provide evidence that heterogeneity
in universalistic behavior across individuals, demographic groups and countries largely
reflects heterogeneity in what people consider morally right. Third, we contribute large-
scale evidence on the links between universalism and civic engagement as well as polit-
ical views. Fourth, we provide the first rigorous evidence from within-country analyses
that experience with democracy may cause universalism.

As an additional contribution, we constructed the GUS with a focus on making avail-
able to the research community a rich dataset that can potentially be used for a broad set
of analyses in behavioral, cultural, political and development economics. All interested
researchers can merge the GUS with the core module of the World Poll, which includes
detailed information on demographics, economic and social views, emotions and behav-
iors. In the data section, we discuss how the GUS data facilitates within-country analyses
across ethnolinguistic groups, subnational regions, and migrants.

The present study ties into various literatures. First, building on a theoretical litera-
ture on universalism (Greif, 2006; Tabellini, 2008b; Persson and Tabellini, 2021), recent
empirical work has linked universalism to economic or political behaviors and outcomes
(e.g., Goette et al., 2006; Bernhard et al., 2006; Chen and Li, 2009; Haidt, 2012; Fehr et
al., 2013, 2019; Enke, 2020; Enke et al., 2020, forthcoming; Andre et al., 2021). This
work is restricted to a small set of typically Western countries, and the present study
thus provides novel insights on the extent to which these findings generalize to the
global scale. Second, we link to cross-cultural work on universalism, which has so far
relied on small specialized samples (e.g., Bernhard et al., 2006; Henrich et al., 2010a)
or more indirect measures of universalism (Tabellini, 2008a; Enke, 2019; Schulz et al.,
2019; Henrich, 2020). Most closely related in this literature is the study by Romano et
al. (2021), who use online convenience samples to study cultural variation in prisoner’s
dilemma play with in- and out-group members. Third, our work links to the literature
on distributive preferences, which differs from our focus in that it is mainly interested in
fairness views rather than in-group-vs.-stranger tradeoffs (e.g., Konow, 2000; Cappelen
et al., 2007; Almås et al., 2020). Finally, methodologically, we are related to prior work
that uses the Gallup World Poll to study the global distribution of economic preferences
through structured large-scale economics surveys and experiments (Falk et al., 2018;
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Becker et al., 2020; Sunde et al., forthcoming; Almås et al., 2022a,b).
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the GUS dataset.

Section 3 exposits variation across individuals and countries, while Section 4 sheds
light on the role of moral views. Sections 5 and 6 study links with demographics and
individual-level outcomes. Section 7 describes cross-country correlations, and Section 8
the role of experience with democracy. Section 9 concludes.

2 Data: The Global Universalism Survey

2.1 Sampling and Procedures

We sketch the survey procedures here; Appendix A contains a detailed exposition. As
part of the Gallup World Poll 2020, we administered survey items to representative pop-
ulation samples in 60 countries, for a total effective sample size of 63,788 respondents.
The sample includes countries from all regions of the world, which allows us to avoid
the overrepresentation of Western populations that is endemic to most multinational
studies. Our sample includes 10 countries from Western Europe, 8 from Eastern Europe
and Central Asia, 7 from the Middle East and North Africa, 11 from Sub-Saharan Africa,
11 from the Americas, 4 from South Asia and 9 from Southeast Asia and the Pacific. In
total, our data represent 85% of the world population and 90% of global GDP.

The surveys were conducted by local professional enumerators via telephone be-
tween September 2020 and February 2021 (face-to-face interviews were only used in
India and Pakistan). Sampling was conducted using random dialing techniques. In addi-
tion to the randomness introduced by this technique, Gallup supplies sampling weights
that render the sample ex-post representative along the dimensions of age, gender and,
where reliable data are available, education or socioeconomic status.

The survey questions were supplied to Gallup in English and then translated by pro-
fessionals into 70 languages (108 country-language combinations) using standard back-
and-forth translation techniques. All monetary values used in the study were expressed
in local currency, scaled by the ratio of the PPP adjusted GDP of each country relative to
the United States.

2.2 Survey Questions and Treatments

Each respondent is randomized into one of two treatments, Baseline or Moral. The two
treatments only differ in that in Moral the respondents are being told to do what they
think is morally right, while there is no mentioning of morality in the Baseline treatment.
Otherwise, the two treatments are identical.
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Treatment Baseline. The design of treatment Baseline closely follows the hypothetical
disinterested dictator games that were deployed and validated in Enke et al. (forth-
coming, 2020). In these decisions, respondents allocate hypothetical money between a
specific in-group member and a random stranger. The decisions are disinterested in the
sense that respondents’ own payoff is not at stake.

The enumerator first introduced the following scenario:

“Suppose you have earned $1,000, but you have to give away the money to
two other people. You can’t keep any of the money for yourself. Assume that
these two people have the same standard of living.”

Then, the enumerator randomly selected two out of five questions that only differed
in the identity of the in-group member. These five questions measure universalism in
the domestic domain. Across the five potential questions, the identities of the in-group
members were: “a person in your family,” “a friend of yours,” “a person who lives in your
neighborhood,” “a person who shares your religious beliefs” and “a person who shares
your ethnic background.” Specifically, the respondents were asked:

“How much of your $1,000 would you give to [IN-GROUP MEMBER], if the
rest goes to a random stranger from [COUNTRY NAME]?”

Subsequently, each respondent answered a question that measures foreign universalism:

“Suppose now that the two people are someone from [COUNTRY NAME]
and someone from anywhere in the world. Again, assume that these two people
have the same living standard. How much of your $1,000 would you give to a
random stranger from [COUNTRY NAME], if the rest goes to a random stranger
from anywhere in the world?”

The aim of the Baseline treatment is to measure how people behave in distributive situ-
ations where they have to trade off the interests of in-group and strangers (and do not
have anything personally at stake). These decisions thus reveal what we refer to as “be-
havioral universalism”, without saying anything about the motivations underlying this
behavior. In what follows, we use “universalism” as a stand-in for “behavioral universal-
ism,” unless we unless we wish to explicitly analyze the underlying motivations.

TreatmentMoral. This treatment aims to elucidate the motivations underlying the al-
location decisions in Baseline. One could imagine two broad motivations for why people
differ in their degree of universalism: (i) moral views and (ii) group-specific altruism
weights that lead one to deviate from a moral view. For example, according to (i), some
people may believe that it is morally right to favor their in-group, for example because
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of the (perceived) existence of relationship-specific moral obligations. According to (ii),
some people may allocate less than 50% to the stranger because they care more about
their in-group (higher altruism weight), even though they deem an equal split morally
right. To assess the relative importance of these two mechanisms, treatment Moral had
the same structure as Baseline, except that we explicitly asked them to choose what they
consider morally right:

If you were to do what you think is morally right, then how much of your
$1,000 would you give to [IN-GROUP MEMBER], if the rest goes to a random
stranger from [COUNTRY NAME]?

The idea behind this treatment is that the precursor “If you were to do what’s morally
right” makes people choose what they consider morally right, which allows us to identify
the respondent’s moral view. Section 4.1 below provides a simple formal framework for
how to interpret the treatment difference, and how to use it to decompose cross-group
differences in universalism.

We implemented two different versions of treatment Moral, randomized across re-
spondents. One version used the wording above. A second version used the same word-
ing but additionally instructed respondents to “Assume that these two people are equally
good people.” We introduced this variation to study whether in-group focused moral
principles are partly driven by respondents believing that their in-group consists of “bet-
ter” or “more deserving” people. In our pre-analysis plan (see below), we specified that
differences in behavior in these two sub-treatments might be negligible – which turns
out be correct – and that we would pool the data if that were the case.

2.3 Data Cleaning and Construct Validity

Data cleaning. The Gallup World Poll maintains one of the (probably “the”) leading
and most sophisticated global polling infrastructures in the world, with professional enu-
merators, sampling schemes, translation processes, quality checks, cognitive interviews
in the field, and decades of experience. Still, any multinational survey of this scale is
subject to some amount of respondent confusion or misrecordings by enumerators. To
be as transparent as possible, Appendix A details all data issues that we discovered and
corresponding remedies taken.

The most severe issue is an apparent occasional confusion. In our data, 20,338 out
of 184,950 allocation decisions (11%) give strictly less to the in-group member. In prin-
ciple, it is of course perfectly plausible that a respondent wishes to allocate more money
to a socially more distant individual. However, various pieces of evidence detailed in
Appendix A.6 – such as correlations with low cognitive skills, pronounced “flipping”
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patterns of correlations with demographics right around allocations of 50:50, and sys-
tematic clustering in certain survey strata – strongly suggest that some of these cases
reflect respondent mistakes or misrecordings by the enumerator.

To balance the obvious tradeoff between potential concerns over data mining and
the need for us to propose the most productive path for the broader research community
in using this rich dataset going forward, we opt for a conservative strategy. We recode
allocations to the in-group of x < 50% as 100% − x if and only if the respondent al-
locates (i) weakly more than 50% to the more socially distant stranger in all questions
and (ii) strictly more than 50% to the socially more distant stranger in at least half of
all decisions (which in practice usually means at least two out of three). To see how
conservative this strategy is, note that the modal respondent that gets recoded allocates
100% of the endowment to the socially more distant recipient in all decisions. This pro-
cedure affects 4,328 respondents (6.8%) and 10,318 allocation decisions (5.6%). The
occurrence of this pattern is very similar across high and low / middle income coun-
tries (6.4% and 7%, respectively). For transparency, Appendix D replicates all analyses
in this paper using the original coding, with very similar results. The main exception
is the democracy exposure analysis in Section 8, where large outliers render the OLS
estimates insignificant.

Ex-ante validation and pre-testing of survey questions. Our money allocation tasks
are hypothetical in nature. This is in line with a growing line of work that documents
that unincentivized measures of preferences are highly predictive of economic behaviors.
An attractive approach in this literature – which we also follow here – is to formulate
survey questions in close analogy to an incentivized choice context, just without imple-
menting the choice (e.g., Falk et al., 2015, 2018; Stango and Zinman, 2019). This has
the advantage that decisions are objectively defined and quantitative in nature.

In addition, the specific money allocation tasks described above have been exten-
sively tested and validated in three different ways. First, Enke et al. (forthcoming) expe-
rimentally validate the survey questions in the U.S. by showing that responses to the hy-
pothetical money allocation games are strongly correlated with analogous incentivized
choices. Second, as a lab-to-field validation, Enke et al. (forthcoming) document that
behavior in our hypothetical money allocation games is strongly correlated with dona-
tion behavior: universalists donate less to local community organizations but more to
national or international organizations. Third, as part of this project, Gallup and our re-
search team pre-tested our survey items in so-called “cognitive interviews,” in which a
small set of respondents in Brazil, Spain, Tanzania, and Turkey provided detailed feed-
back on their understanding and interpretation of the survey items before they went
into the field.
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2.4 Construction of Universalism Summary Measures

In the analysis, we sometimes consider each distributive situation (survey question) sep-
arately, but often aggregate across survey questions for simplicity and transparency. In
our data, all 15 correlations among the six distributive decisions are positive and range
between r = 0.21 and r = 0.52, see Appendix Tables C.1 and C.2. This suggests that
computing individual-level summary measures of universalism is meaningful.

We compute three pre-registered summary measures: Composite Universalism, Do-
mestic Universalism and Foreign Universalism. Each of these measures is in the range
of [0, 100], where 0 means that all money is given to the in-group and 100 that ev-
erything is given to the more distant individual. Domestic Universalism corresponds to
the average fraction of money shared with the domestic stranger in tradeoffs with in-
group members.1 Foreign Universalism corresponds to the fraction of money shared with
a global stranger in a tradeoff with a domestic stranger. Composite Universalism is the
unweighted average of domestic and foreign universalism.2

The individual-level correlation between domestic and foreign universalism is r =
0.32. The fact that this correlation is very similar (on average) in high and low / middle
income countries provides an indication that the quality of the data is comparable across
income levels (if, for example, respondents in poorer countries answeredmore randomly,
the correlation would be more attenuated relative to that in rich countries). We compute
country averages of universalism using the sample weights provided by Gallup.

2.5 Additional Variables and Data Linkages

Questions on political views. Our survey module also included six questions about
political views, out of which each respondent answered two (randomly selected):

“We are now going to read a number of statements. In each case, we want
you to say whether you Strongly Agree, Somewhat Agree, Somewhat Disagree,
Strongly Disagree.

1Our measure of domestic universalism is naïve in the sense that it does not account for which two
questions a respondent answered. In the dataset, we also provide a more sophisticated measure that
incorporates question fixed effects. The raw correlation between the naïve and sophisticated measure is
r = 0.99. Thus, we work with the naïve and simpler measure in the main analysis. All of our findings are
robust to using the more sophisticated measure.

2 Gallup surveyed a total of 66,233 respondents. However, as discussed in Appendix A, for 11% of
respondents at least one allocation decision is missing, usually because the respondent indicated “Don’t
know” or refused to answer. For 2,445 respondents, all money allocation decisions are missing, resulting
in a final sample size of 63,788. In this sample, 7.5% of respondents have at least one allocation question
missing. In those cases, we compute the summary statistics based on fewer questions. When either only
domestic or only foreign universalism is available, we use that measure also for composite universalism.
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1. The national government should aim to reduce the economic differences
between the rich and the poor in [COUNTRY].”

2. The national government should focus on helping the poor in [COUNTRY],
rather than the poor elsewhere in the world.

3. The national government should focus on protecting the environment in
[COUNTRY], rather than protecting the global environment.

4. There are too many immigrants in the area you live in.

5. There are too many immigrants in [COUNTRY].

6. The national government should focus on having a strong military.

Linkages to core module of World Poll and other datasets. Our dataset will be made
publicly available upon publication of this paper. Because the data contain individual
identifiers, interested researchers with a Gallup license can merge our data with the
core World Poll data, which contains rich information about respondents’ demographics,
backgrounds, and economic and social views.

Three background variables deserve being mentioned due to their popularity in the
literature and the possibility of using them to create linkages between the GUS data
and other commonly-used datasets at different levels of aggregation. (i) The data con-
tain information on the respondent’s country of birth. Following the “epidemiological
approach” in cultural economics, this enables cross-migrant analyses that leverage vari-
ation in characteristics of the respondent’s home country while holding the current
country of residence fixed (Giuliano, 2007). (ii) A respondent’s interview language is
recorded and can plausibly be used as a proxy for ethnolinguistic background and cul-
tural ancestry (especially given that it varies within each of 20 countries). With the GUS
data, we make available a matching of the vast majority of the country-language pairs
in the World Poll to the corresponding country-language pair in the Ethnologue. (iii) The
data contain information on the respondent’s subnational region of residence, usually
at the state or province level (1,341 distinct subnational regions). We make available a
matching of the regions in the World Poll with equivalent level 1 regions in the Database
of Global Administrative Areas.

2.6 Pre-Analysis Plan

We pre-registered almost all of the analyses in this paper in the AEA RCT registry at
https://www.socialscienceregistry.org/trials/7525. The pre-registration in-
cluded: (i) how we aggregate individual allocation decisions into a universalism sum-
mary statistic; (ii) an analysis of treatment effects; (iii) predictions about the link be-
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Figure 1: Distribution of composite universalism across individuals, pooled across treatments (N =
63,788). 0 means that all money is shared with the in-group, 50 captures equal splits (on average), and
100 that all money is shared with the socially more distant stranger.

tween universalism and demographics; (iv) predictions about correlations between uni-
versalism and political views; and (v) predicted cross-country correlations. The main
analysis that was not pre-registered is the exposure to democracy analysis in Section 8.

3 Variation Across Individuals and Countries

A natural first question is whether the data exhibit quantitatively meaningful hetero-
geneity at the individual and the country level. To analyze this, we first pool the data
across treatments and focus on the composite measure of universalism.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the composite universalism score in our sample of
63,788 respondents.3 93% of the sample split the money equally or give more to the in-
group; the remaining 7% of respondents give slightly more to the stranger, on average.
26% of respondents consistently make universalistic decisions by always splitting equally
between in-group and stranger, while 6% always give everything to the in-group.

Heterogeneity at the country level is also substantial, as shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Figure 2 shows a global map of composite universalism. Figure 3 lists all countries and
shows their levels of domestic, foreign and composite universalism. We see that average
composite universalism varies between roughly 25 and 45, with China, Israel and India

3Appendix Figure B.4 shows the distributions for domestic and foreign universalism separately. The
figure also reports the distribution of the difference between domestic and foreign universalism.
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Figure 2: Global variation in composite universalism. The map shows the country level average of com-
posite universalism, pooled across treatments. 0 means that all money is shared with the in-group, 50
captures equal splits, and 100 that all money is shared with the socially more distant stranger.

exhibiting particularly low universalism, and Ethiopia being the most universalist coun-
try in our sample. On average, an Ethiopian respondent shares 20 percentage points
more of the monetary endowment with the more socially distant person than a Chinese
respondent. Overall, universalism is relatively high in Sub-Saharan Africa, Latin Amer-
ica and to some extent Western Europe and its offshoots. In contrast, universalism is
lower in East Asia, South Asia, Eastern Europe and to some extent in the Middle East.

Given the large heterogeneity at both the individual and the country level, a question
is which source of variation is dominant in the dataset. The variance explained in a
regression of composite universalism on country fixed effects is 8.4%. This suggests
that while cross-country variation is quantitatively large (see Figure 3), individual-level
heterogeneity is even more pronounced.⁴

Figure 3 shows notable variation in domestic vs. foreign universalism both across
regions and across countries within regions. Appendix Figures B.5 and B.6 provide cor-
responding world maps. For example, populations in East Asia, North Africa and the
Middle East are more universalist in situations involving tradeoffs between domestic in-
groups, whereas Western Europe is particularly universalist in domestic-foreign trade-
offs. We see slightly more variation in foreign universalism (cross-country mean 36.7 and

⁴An intermediate source of variation between countries and individuals are subnational regions.While
our samples are not designed to be representative at the regional level, the sample size is still often
sufficiently large for meaningful analyses. Appendix Figure B.8 illustrates this by showing variation across
sub-national regions in the U.S., India and China.
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Figure 3: Average composite, domestic and foreign universalism by country. 0 means that all money is
shared with the in-group, 50 equal splits, and 100 that all money is shared with the socially more distant
stranger. Composite universalism occasionally doesn’t equal the average of domestic and foreign univer-
salism because of missing domestic or foreign universalism data (see footnote 2 and Appendix A.6 for
details).

s.d. 5.1) than in domestic universalism (cross-country mean 37.7 and s.d. 4.2). Overall,
the country-level correlation between domestic and foreign universalism is r = 0.48.⁵

⁵Appendix Figure B.7 shows a global map of the difference between domestic and foreign universal-
ism.
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4 Decomposing Universalism

4.1 Theoretical Framework

The extant literature on universalism vs. in-group favoritism focuses on people’s behav-
ior. Yet, as is well-known in the literature on distributive preferences, variation in ob-
served behavior can often be decomposed into what people deem the morally right thing
to do (theirmoral views) and what they personally prefer. To take a simple example, it is
conceivable that in our money allocation tasks in treatment Baseline, people believe that
the morally right thing to do would be to split the money equally, but that they actually
share more with their in-group members because they care more about them.

We here present a simple model that allows us to illustrate how we can identify
the relative importance of heterogeneity in moral views, and how it helps us to shed
light on cross-group differences in universalism. This model was pre-specified prior to
data-collection.

Setup. Consider a decision-maker (DM) j who is tasked with allocating a normalized
endowment of $1 between an in-groupmember and a stranger. Denote by x j the amount
that DM j allocates to the in-group. The DM has preferences that are represented by
group-specific altruism weights αi, j (for in-group) and αs, j (for socially more distant
strangers). We denote their difference by α j := αi, j − αs, j. This preference parameter
captures that the DM may care more (or less) about the welfare of their in-group than
of a stranger.

Aside from altruism preferences, the DM also has a subjective “moral view” M j ∈ [0,1]
that determines which allocation to the in-group he considers morally right. The DM suf-
fers disutility from behaving in ways that deviate from his moral view. We assume that
total utility is given by

U j =αi, j x j +αs, j(1− x j)−
γ j

2
(x j −M j)

2, (1)

where γ j > 0 scales the importance of behaving in line with the moral view relative to
the DM’s altruism weights. The optimal allocation decision is

xBaseline
j = M j +α j/γ j. (2)

This has a simple interpretation, according to which the DM’s allocations deviate from
their moral views to the extent that they have group-specific altruism, weighted by how
much importance they place on it relative to their moral views. We will refer to this
second summand as “scaled altruism weight.” Equation (2) shows that a deviation from
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behavioral universalism may have two different sources. It may reflect that the DM has a
moral view that justifies giving more to the in-group (for example, relationship-specific
moral obligations) or that the DM assigns greater altruism weight to the in-group.

Identifying moral views and (scaled) relative altruism weights. We assume that in
treatment Baseline the DM’s allocation is given by (2). In treatmentMoral, we ask respon-
dents to make an allocation based purely on what they consider morally right. Therefore,
we assume that the decisions in the Moral treatment identify the moral view of the DM,
xMoral

j = M j. As a result, the treatment difference between Baseline and Moral identifies
the magnitude of group-specific altruism weights, scaled by how important these are
relative to the DM’s moral view:

xBaseline
j − xMoral

j = α j/γ j (3)

Decomposing cross-group differences. Now consider two DMs, j = Aand j = B. These
could either represent groups of individuals that differ in their demographics, or the
average individual in two different countries. The difference in allocation decisions in
Baseline between these two individuals (or groups) is:

xBaseline
A − xBaseline

B
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Difference in behavior in Baseline

= (MA−MB)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Difference in moral views
= Difference in behavior in Moral

+ (αA/γA−αB/γB)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Difference in scaled relative altruism weights
= Difference in treatment effect

(4)

This expression is helpful because it decomposes cross-group differences in behavior
into observables that capture differences in moral views and (scaled) altruism weights.
Furthermore, the expression clarifies that the same behavior might reflect very different
underlying preferences.

To sum up, our framework suggests the following empirical analyses regarding the
role of moral views:

1. The importance of moral views for behavioral universalism is given by the inverse
of the treatment difference between Baseline and Moral (see eqs. (2) and (3)).

2. Systematic heterogeneity in universalism in the population (e.g., gender differ-
ences or differences across countries) reflects (i) differences in moral views to the
degree that behavior in Moral differs and (ii) differences in (scaled) relative al-
truism weights to the degree that there are heterogeneous treatment effects (see
eq. (4)).
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Figure 4:Meanmoney allocations to the in-group by treatment. Each bar indicates howmuch of the budget
was given to the in-group. Whiskers show 95% confidence intervals, computed based on clustering at the
sampling unit level.

4.2 Moral Views and Behavior

Figure 4 shows average allocations to the in-group (in terms of percentage of the total
budget) in each of our six distributive decisions, separately by treatment condition.⁶ The
first five groups of bars summarize allocations in the trade-off between in-group mem-
bers and a domestic stranger. The rightmost bars summarize allocations in the tradeoff
between a domestic stranger and a global stranger. Throughout most of the paper, we
compute standard errors and confidence intervals based on clustering at the level of 530
Gallup sampling units, see Appendix A.3.3.

We make three main observations. First, our global data robustly show that people
deviate from fully universalistic behavior: in treatment Baseline, people on average con-
sistently allocate more to their in-groups across distributive decisions.

Second, the extent to which people deviate from universalistic behavior depends on
which in-group is involved in the decision, with people being less universalist when fam-
ily, friends and neighbors are involved, compared to co-ethnics or co-religionists. For
example, respondents on average allocate 22% more of their budget to the family com-
pared to a co-religionist. These patterns are intuitive in that the first three groups usually
capture personal relationships, while the latter two groups are best thought of as social

⁶Appendix Figure B.1 shows histograms for each of the allocation decisions. Across all questions, there
are large spikes at allocations of 50:50 (full universalism) and 100:0 (full in-group favoritism). In total,
50% of all decisions reflect equal splits and 15% full favoritism.
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identities without strong personal connections to most other in-group members. At the
same time, we see that respondents do exhibit relatively large in-group favoritism when
making a decision involving a compatriot and a global stranger, even though compatriots
are also an impersonal in-group.⁷

Third, Figure 4 provides global evidence that deviations from universalistic behavior
largely (but not entirely) reflect moral views. This can be inferred from the pattern that
allocation decisions are similar across treatments Baseline and Moral, for all in-groups.
Overall, average allocations to the in-group are 0.6% percentage points higher in Base-
line than in Moral (from a baseline of 36.6%). While this difference is statistically sig-
nificant (see Appendix Table C.3), it is quantitatively relatively small.⁸ Viewed through
the lens of the theoretical framework, this means means that deviations from univer-
salistic behavior are largely driven by people’s moral views; only a small part reflects
group-specific altruism weights.

Given that moral views are the primary aspect that shape people’s degree of univer-
salism, the vast majority of the individual-level heterogeneity in universalism illustrated
in Figure 1 reflects heterogeneity in moral views. Appendix Figure B.3 directly shows
the heterogeneity in moral views in treatment Moral. This heterogeneity jives with a
long qualitative literature in moral and political philosophy that discusses whether uni-
versalism is morally “right” or whether people have certain relationship-specific moral
obligations (e.g., Rawls, 1993; Sandel, 1998).

Finally, recall from Section 2.2 that we implemented two sub-treatments of Moral,
one of which asked people to “Assume that these two people [the recipients] are equally
good people.” We find that people are slightly more universalistic when they assume
that the two individuals are equally deserving, but, as anticipated in the pre-analysis
plan, the treatment difference is quantitatively very small (0.3%) and statistically barely
significant despite the large sample size (p = 0.10). The lack of a meaningful difference
between these two sub-treatments suggests that beliefs about differential deservingness
of in-groups and strangers are of little importance for heterogeneity in universalism.

Given that allocation decisions are quite similar across all treatments, we pool the
data for all analyses that follow, but return to the treatment difference between Base-
line and Moral when we discuss the sources of differences in universalism across demo-

⁷Given our global sample, an immediate question is whether countries differ in their implied “ranking”
of different types of in-groups. For instance, it is conceivable that some populations predominantly value
neighbors, while others value shared ethnicity. Appendix Figure B.2 instead shows that countries are
very similar in which types of in-groups they value more. For example, 55 out of 60 countries exhibit
the highest degree of favoritism towards family, and 42 countries exhibit their second-highest degree of
favoritism towards friends.

⁸Indeed, not only average allocations are similar across treatments. As Appendix Figures B.3 and B.4
illustrate, the distribution of decisions in Baseline andMoral is visually almost indistinguishable from each
other as well.
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graphic groups and countries.

5 Demographic Correlates

Economists and other social scientists are often interested in the demographic corre-
lates of individual preferences, beliefs and moral values. A main motivation for this line
of research is to shed light on the behavioral motivations that underlie across-group
differences in economic behaviors and outcomes. The link between demographics and
universalism is less well-explored than is the case for preferences like risk aversion, time
preference, or altruism. We pre-registered an analysis of six demographics to study these
differences. The signs indicate the ex-ante hypothesized relationships with universalism:
age ( - ), male ( - ), income ( - ), education ( + ), urban residence ( + ) and religiosity ( - ).
Our predictions were made based on the available data from rich, Western populations
(Enke et al., forthcoming, 2020).

Figure 5 shows the results of OLS estimations, in which we separately regress com-
posite universalism on each of the aforementioned variables, controlling for country and
treatment fixed effects. For ease of comparison, demographic variables are recoded to
be binary. To investigate a potential cultural specificity of demographic correlations, we
show the results in the full sample and additionally for three sub-samples: 13 “Western”
high income countries (labeled WEIRD by cultural psychologists), 8 non-Western high
income countries such as Israel, Japan and South Korea, and 39 low / middle income
countries. Appendix A.3 clarifies the assignment of countries to these three groups.

In the first panel, we observe that respondents who are above median age in their
country are less universalist and allocate 1.9 percentage points less of the monetary
budget to the stranger. This magnitude is very similar across the different groups of
countries. Moving beyond the simple median split shown in Figure 5, the OLS coefficient
in a regression of composite universalism on age suggests that moving from age 20 to
age 80 is associated with a decrease in the amount shared with the stranger of 4.1
percentage points. For example, in the U.S., where the budget to be split was $1,000,
this corresponds to a decrease of $41. To put this magnitude in perspective, the sample
mean of composite universalism is 37% ($370 in U.S. terms).

The second panel documents that men are less universalist than women, on average,
by 2.1% of the budget. This gender difference also resonates with the results reported
in Enke et al. (forthcoming, 2020), and is similar across rich WEIRD, rich non-WEIRD
and poorer countries.

The third through fifth panel show analogous results for more endogenous demo-
graphics: whether the respondent falls into the top two out of five income buckets in
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Figure 5: Universalism and demographics. OLS coefficients from regressions of composite universalism on
demographics, controlling for country and treatment fixed effects. Each coefficient reflects the results of
a separate regression and can be interpreted as the percentage point change in universalism. Median age
and income percentiles are computed separately for each country based on the sample. All demographics
are coded to be binary. Whiskers show 95% confidence intervals, computed based on robust standard
errors, clustered at the sampling unit level. The estimates used in creating this figure are displayed in
Appendix Tables C.4, C.5, C.6, and C.7.

Gallup’s data, whether they have completed a college degree, and whether they reside
in a city. Regarding income, we see that richer people tend to be less universalist in all
groups of countries, though this relationship is considerably smaller in magnitude than
is the case for age and gender differences.

In the fourth panel, we see that, in the full sample, college-educated respondents
are less universalist, on average. Yet, the patterns differ across the different groups of
countries. As we hypothesized, the correlation is positive and statistically significant in
rich, Western countries. In contrast, in low / middle income countries, college-educated
respondents tend to be less universalist, on average. Indeed, even in rich-but-not-WEIRD
countries (such as South Korea, Japan or Israel), the college coefficient is statistically
indistinguishable from zero.

Similar patterns hold for residing in a big city. While in the full sample there is
no discernible link, for the high income countries we see that living in a big city is
significantly positively correlated with universalism. However, opposite results hold in
poorer countries. In all, these results on education and urbanicity suggest that either
self-selection into cities and educated environments operates fundamentally differently
in rich and poor countries (as far as universalism is concerned), or that potential causal
effects of education or cities on universalism are culturally specific.
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The sixth panel documents that religious people allocate 1.2% less of the budget to
the socially more distant recipient, on average. This pattern is more pronounced in the
rich cultural West (WEIRD countries) than in other parts of the world. The analysis re-
ported in the figure compares self-reported atheists / seculars with people who report
belonging to a specific denomination. In Appendix Figure B.13, we provide an additional
perspective, by studying variation in the strength of religiosity (conditional on belong-
ing to a denomication). We find that religious Christians are more universalist than
non-religious Christians. In contrast, religious Muslism, Jews, Hinduists and Buddhists
are less universalist than their non-religious counterparts. Overall, these correlational
patterns are broadly consistent with the argument that religious groups – while often
large and impersonal in nature – are still to some extent group- and community-focused,
and may therefore inculcate corresponding moral priorities.

Decomposing demographic differences. The most pronounced and consistent cross-
group differences (in terms of demographics) are that older people and men are less uni-
versalist. As highlighted by the theoretical framework in Section 4.1, this could be due to
either cross-group differences in moral views or cross-group differences in (scaled) altru-
ism weights. To identify their relative importance, we resort to the decomposition strat-
egy summarized in eq. (4). Intuitively, if demographic differences in treatment Moral
are exactly as large as those in Baseline, then the entirety of cross-group differences is
attributable to moral views. If, on the other hand, differences in Moral are smaller, then
a part of demographic differences reflects variation in relative altruism weights, scaled
by how much these matter relative to the moral view. Given the strong and consistent
correlations with universalism across countries, we report the decomposition for age
and gender here and report those for the other demographics in Appendix Table C.8.

Table 1 summarizes the results of regressions that link composite universalism to (i)
demographics; (ii) a treatment indicator and (iii) their interaction. Columns (1) and (2)
show the age and gender difference in behavioral universalism in treatment Baseline.
Columns (3) and (4) show that these differences are also statistically highly significant
and quantitatively large in treatment Moral, which provides evidence for an important
role of moral views in explaining these cross-group differences. In columns (5) and (6),
we report the regressions for the pooled sample allowing for an interaction effect for
the treatment. The estimated interaction effect identifies the difference in the treatment
effect for the respective comparison. To relate this back to equation (4), we observe in
column (1) that the difference in the behavior of people below and above median age is
-2.3, and from (3) that the difference in moral views between these groups is -1.55. This
implies that the difference in treatment effect is -0.75, as shown in column (5). Hence,
the regression estimates suggest that about 70% of the age difference in universalistic
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Table 1: Decomposition of demographic differences in universalism

Dependent variable: Composite Universalism

Baseline Moral Full sample

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Above median age -2.30∗∗∗ -2.31∗∗∗ -1.55∗∗∗ -1.58∗∗∗ -1.55∗∗∗ -1.59∗∗∗
(0.21) (0.22) (0.22) (0.22) (0.22) (0.22)

Male -2.44∗∗∗ -2.46∗∗∗ -1.72∗∗∗ -1.62∗∗∗ -1.77∗∗∗ -1.68∗∗∗
(0.22) (0.23) (0.21) (0.21) (0.21) (0.21)

Baseline 0.14 0.18
(0.22) (0.22)

Above median age × Baseline -0.75∗∗∗ -0.72∗∗∗
(0.26) (0.27)

Male × Baseline -0.62∗∗ -0.71∗∗∗
(0.26) (0.27)

Country FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Demographic controls No Yes No Yes No Yes

Adjusted R2 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.09
Observations 31670 30863 32118 31317 63788 62180

Notes. OLS estimations of composite universalism on demographic variables and their inter-
actions with an indicator for the Baseline treatment. Standard errors (in parentheses) are
clustered at the sampling unit level. Controls include college degree, urban residence, and
income quintile fixed effects. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

behavior reflects that older people have less universalistic ideals, and that about 30% of
the difference reflects that older people have less universalistic altruism weights. This
decomposition is quantitatively almost identical for the gender difference.

Cultural specificity vs. generalizability. To illustrate the cultural specificity vs. gen-
eralizability of demographic correlations, Figure 6 shows the link between gender and
universalism, as well as between urbanicity and universalism, separately by country. We
see that men are less universalist than women in almost all countries in our sample. In
contrast, the correlation between universalism and living in a city varies widely across
nations. Appendix Figures B.11 and B.12 show analogous plots for age, income, educa-
tion and religiosity.

In all, we view this set of results as illustrating the value of a global representative
dataset like ours. Arguably, age and gender are “more exogenous” than the other four
demographics in our analysis. For these variables, we indeed see very similar patterns
across rich and poor countries. This suggests to us that age and gender differences in
universalism are not just shaped by specific cultures.

For the more endogenous demographics, on the other hand, the empirical results
in the low and middle income countries often go against our pre-registered predictions,
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(b) Universalism and urban residence by country
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Figure 6: Composite universalism and gender / urban residence by country. The figures show the country-
specific OLS coefficients of regressions of composite universalism on a male dummy (top panel) / a city
dummy (bottom panel), controlling for treatment fixed effects. The coefficients can be interpreted as the
percentage point change in universalism. Whiskers show 95% confidence intervals, computed based on
robust standard errors.

which were based on previous data from rich countries. In line with a large body of
work on the cultural specificity of psychological findings (Henrich et al., 2010b), this
highlights that researcher expectations and intuitions need to be disciplined by repre-
sentative data from various cultures. For example, based on correlations between univer-
salism and education, researchers commonly express the intuition that education causes
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universalism and therefore produces certain political views (e.g., Gethin et al., 2022).
Yet, if these correlations are entirely absent outside of the rich West, then either such
causal claims are misguided, or more nuance is required in teasing out what makes
Western education “special.”

6 Linking Universalism to Behaviors and Political Views

6.1 Civic Engagement and Community Attachment

A broad social science literature argues that a universalistic, impersonal morality is es-
sential for civicness in society because if people’s moral circle only includes those that
are very close to them, they will not be willing to engage in prosocial acts (such as
helping and cooperating with strangers) more broadly. On the other hand, as argued by
philosophers such as Sandel (2005), universalism may also have a “dark side” in that it
may reduce community attachment.

To test these ideas, we make use of two questions that Gallup uses to gauge re-
spondents’ civic engagement and community attachment: (1) “Have you done any of the
following in the past month? How about helped a stranger or someone you didn’t know
who needed help?” (2) “In the next 12 months, are you likely or unlikely to move away
from the city or area where you live?” Because the first question specifically asks about a
prosocial act toward a stranger, we hypothesized that it should be positively correlated
with universalism. Similarly, we view the decision to move away as a (noisy) indicator
of lack of community attachment and openness to interact with strangers, which is why
we hypothesized that it is also positively linked to universalism.

Figure 7 reports the results. Each panel shows a binned scatter plot, in which each dot
corresponds to the same number of underlying observations. The plots are constructed
controlling for country and treatment fixed effects. Universalism is positively correlated
with having helped a stranger in need and planning to move away. Regarding quantita-
tive magnitudes, for example, the coefficient estimate suggests that moving from com-
posite universalism of 0 to 50 is associated with an increase in the probability of having
helped a stranger of about eight percentage points. Both of the correlations reported in
Figure 7 are statistically significant (p < 0.01).⁹

Appendix Table C.9 provides corresponding regression analyses. The results remain
statistically highly significant and in the same quantitative ballpark also when control-

⁹The result on universalism being correlated with prosocial acts towards strangers raises the question
about the link between universalism and prosocial behavior more generally. Appendix Figure B.14 shows
that universalists are likewise more likely to have donated to charity and to have volunteered time.
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Figure 7: Universalism and civic engagement / community attachment. Each panel shows a binned scatter
plot that, for a given level of universalism, computes the average probability of (a) having helped a stranger
and (b) saying it is likely that one will move away in next year. The left panel is is constructed based on
63,450 and the right panel based on 61,199 respondents. Both panels are constructed controlling for
country and treatment FE.

ling for age, gender, income, education, religiosity and urban residence.1⁰
In this civic engagement analysis, a potentially relevant distinction is that between

domestic and foreign universalism. After all, most acts of helping strangers or moving
away involve interactions with domestic people rather than foreigners. Therefore, one
would expect that the relationships documented in Figure 7 are stronger for the domestic
than for the foreign universalism measure. Appendix Figure B.15 documents that this is
indeed the case. For both outcome variables, the OLS coefficient of domestic universalism
is roughly twice as large compared to that of foreign universalism.

6.2 Political Views

To study the link between universalism and economic and social policy views at a global
scale, we make use of the second part of our survey module, described in Section 2.5.
We elicited people’s views on different types of redistribution, environmental protection,
immigration and the military. In our pre-analysis plan, and building on prior literature
(Enke et al., 2020), we hypothesized that universalism would be predictive of policy
views that are often considered “left-wing”: (i) support for reducing inequality; (ii) sup-
port for helping the global vs. domestic poor; (iii) support for protecting the global vs.
domestic environment; (iv) support for immigrants in the respondent’s area and country;
and (v) lower support for a strongmilitary. The broad idea behind all of these hypotheses
is that policies such as federal, impersonal redistribution, global redistribution, climate

1⁰All of the links with universalism are quantitatively similar in high and low /middle income countries,
and also hold when we consider each treatment separately.
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change prevention and supporting immigrants are all very universalistic in nature be-
cause they typically benefit people one doesn’t know. For example, we hypothesize that,
relative to a benchmark of no redistribution, universalists desire more domestic redis-
tribution because they care about all members of society. Yet, we also hypothesize that,
relative to a benchmark of global redistribution, universalists desire less redistribution
to the domestic poor. Similarly, supporting immigrants, the global environment and a
weak military arguably all reflect weaker “us vs. them” thinking and should therefore be
positively linked to universalism.

Figure 8 summarizes the results by providing binned scatter plots of political views
against composite universalism. These figures control for country and treatment fixed
effects. We see that all relationships go in the predicted direction. Universalism is pos-
itively correlated with support for reducing economic inequality; focusing on helping
the global vs. domestic poor; focusing on protecting the global vs. local environment;
being open to immigrants in one’s area and country; and being opposed to a strong mili-
tary. The patterns are weak and usually not statistically significant regarding support for
immigrants in one’s own area, but visually clear and significant (p < 0.01) otherwise.
Appendix Table C.10 shows that these results remain statistically significant and in the
same quantitative ballpark also when controlling for income, education, age, gender,
urban residence and religiosity.

Many of the policy views that we consider largely concern either domestic people
(such as reducing domestic inequality) or a combination of domestic and international
people (such as a strong military). If our measures of domestic and foreign universalism
pick up meaningful independent variation (their correlation is ρ = 0.32), then they
should be differentially predictive of policy views across the different questions. To as-
sess this and to rigorously study quantitative magnitudes, Table 2 reports multivariate
regressions.11 Here, we link policy views to both domestic and foreign universalism, con-
trolling for income and education as well as age, gender an urban residence (suppressed
for expositional ease).

Consistent with the view that reducing inequality largely concerns questions related
to domestic universalism, we find in column (1) of Table 2 that support for reducing
economic inequality is significantly correlated with domestic universalism, but uncor-
related with foreign universalism. Similarly, as shown in column (4), support for im-
migrants in one’s local area is only significantly associated with domestic universalism,
perhaps because respondents interpreted this question as asking about within-country
migrants. Conversely, the foreign universalism component turns out to be more impor-

11Responses to our political survey questions are coded as 1–4 with 1 being “Strongly Agree” and 4
“Strongly Disagree”. In our main analyses, we implement OLS regressions and, hence, treat the data as
cardinal. Ordered probit regressions show very similar results.
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(b) Focus on helping global vs. local poor
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(c) Focus on protecting global vs. local environment
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(d) Pro immigrants in local area
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(e) Pro immigrants in country
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(f) Oppose strong military
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Figure 8: Composite universalism and political views. The figures show binned scatter plots that average
support for a given policy for a given level of universalism. The figures are constructed controlling for
country and treatment FE. The sample size varies between N = 18,735 and N = 21, 724 across panels.

tant for those policy views that involve tradeoffs between compatriots and foreigners,
such as for whether the global or domestic poor should be prioritized (column (2)), for
whether environment protection efforts should focus on the global or local environment
(column (3)), and for views on the military (column (6)). Of course, given that foreign
and domestic universalism are positively correlated, it is unsurprising to see that often
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Table 2: Universalism and political views

Dependent variable:

Reduce Prioritize global vs. domestic Pro immigrants Weak

Inequality poor environment in area in country military

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Domestic universalism / 100 0.18∗∗∗ 0.07∗ 0.09∗∗ 0.17∗∗∗ 0.09∗∗ -0.05
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

Foreign universalism / 100 -0.01 0.34∗∗∗ 0.23∗∗∗ -0.06 0.13∗∗∗ 0.22∗∗∗
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.04) (0.05) (0.04)

College education 0.00 0.08∗∗∗ 0.12∗∗∗ 0.15∗∗∗ 0.15∗∗∗ 0.16∗∗∗
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Income quintile -0.01 0.01∗∗ 0.01∗∗ 0.01∗ 0.01∗ 0.02∗∗∗
(0.00) (0.00) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Country FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Treatment FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Demographic controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Adjusted R2 0.066 0.155 0.163 0.149 0.205 0.257
Observations 18528 18676 18478 21248 20951 18430

Notes. Estimates from OLS with robust standard errors, clustered at the sampling unit level. Universalism
is divided by 100 for expositional ease. Appendix Table C.11 presents estimates controlling for religiosity
(not included in the main analysis because it wasn’t elicited in five countries). ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗
p < 0.01.

both measures are statistically significant – but the relative magnitudes are always con-
sistent with domain-specific universalism considerations.

Overall, the quantitative magnitude of the universalism coefficients suggests that an
increase in universalism from zero to 50 (equal splits) is associated with an increase in
support for the left-wing policies of between 0.06 and 0.17 points on a four-point scale.
For comparison, consider explanatory variables that have attracted interest in traditional
political economy analyses, such as income or education. The universalism coefficient is
considerably larger (sometimes by a factor of 10) than the effect implied by moving a
respondent from the lowest to the highest income quintile. Likewise, interpreted causally,
the implied effect size of moving a respondent’s universalism from zero to 50 is often as
large as the effect associated with a college degree.

Heterogeneity across countries. To investigate a potential cultural specificity of these
patterns, we again partition the set of countries into rich WEIRD, rich non-WEIRD and
low / middle income countries. Figure 9 summarizes the results. There are two main
takeaways. First, the relationships between universalism and policy views are almost en-
tirely driven by relatively rich countries. In the low and middle income countries, only
two out of seven coefficients are significantly different from zero in the predicted direc-
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Figure 9: Composite universalism and political views in different sub-samples. OLS coefficients from re-
gressions of political attitudes on composite universalism, controlling for country and treatment fixed
effects. Whiskers show 95% confidence intervals, computed based on robust standard errors, clustered at
the sampling unit level. The estimates used in creating this figure are displayed in Appendix Tables C.12–
C.17

tion. Second, even within the set of high income countries, the regression coefficients
tend to be roughly twice as large in theWEIRD compared to the non-WEIRD countries.12

These results highlight the cultural specificity of the link between universalism and
left-wing policies. One potential reason is that people outside the rich West form their
political opinions based on considerations other than universalism. Another possibility is
that political elites in rich Western nations emphasize themes related to universalism vs.
favoring in-groups to a greater degree than politicians outside the West. Our study was
not designed to tease these potential mechanisms apart.13 Further research is needed

12Enke et al. (2020) study the link between universalism and policy views in a smaller, seven-countries
study. They also find that universalism is less predictive of policy views in the two non-WEIRD countries
in their sample (Brazil and South Korea).

13A potential mechanical reason for the cultural specificity of the link between universalism and left-
wing policy views could be differential measurement error in universalism and resulting attenuation bias.
There are various pieces of evidence that speak against such an account. First, as discussed in Section 5,
the correlations between universalism, age and gender (the “most exogenous” individual characteristics in
our data) are very similar across countries. If universalism was measured with more error in the countries
that are not rich and WEIRD, we should see smaller correlations with age and gender in these countries.
Second, in Section 6.1 we saw that the link between universalism and civic engagement / community
attachment is very similar across the different groups of countries, which is inconsistent with higher
measurement error in less developed nations. Third, as discussed in Section A.6, various other indicators
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to disentangle the role of political parties and voters in driving heterogeneity in the
importance of universalism across countries.

7 Cross-Country Patterns: Deep Determinants

As a first step to analyze whether cross-country heterogeneity in universalism is system-
atic, Figure 10 shows the raw correlation of composite universalism with log per capita
income. We see that richer countries tend to be less universalist, on average (r = −0.24,
p = 0.07). As shown in Appendix Figure B.17, this relationship is entirely driven by
domestic (r = −0.43) rather than by foreign (r = −0.01) universalism.1⁴ While the cor-
relation with per capita income is statistically marginally significant, it explains less than
6% of the cross-country variation in universalism. This raises the question about whether
there are potentially “deeper” variables that might explain cultural heterogeneity.

In recent years, various contributions have studied potential historical, cultural or
ecological determinants of a group-based psychology and morality. A prominent idea in
the literature is that people’s views on the moral appropriateness of universalism are
economically functional: they partly evolved to support and incentivize cooperation in
economic production, such that different economic systems incentivized either a univer-
salist or a relationship-specificmorality (see Tabellini, 2008b, for a theoretical exposition
of this idea). Below, we first summarize these arguments and then investigate whether
the cross-country variation in our universalism data can descriptively be explained by
some of these accounts.

A first argument is that a relationship-specific morality has been fostered by tight
historical kinship ties (Enke, 2019; Henrich, 2020). The argument is that societies with
tight kinship (extended family) systems inculcate preferences and moral views of low
universalism into their members because such a psychology is economically functional
when economic production and exchange networks largely involve kith and kin. Relat-
edly, Schulz et al. (2019) and Henrich (2020) argue that Christianity induced higher
universalism, partly because the Western European Church was actively involved in
dissolving the tight extended kinship systems that may have created and supported
relationship-specific moral obligations. Thus, kinship tightness and Christianity should
be related to universalism in opposite directions.

of data quality, such as the number of “Don’t know” answers, or the fraction of allocation decisions that
we recoded because they appeared to reflect confusion, are very similar across countries with different
income levels.

1⁴Indeed, when we look at the different in-groups that make up the domestic universalism index,
we see that the negative link between universalism and per capita income is most pronounced for what
we think of as close, personal relationships: family (r = −0.66), friends (r = −0.62) and neighbors
(r = −0.34).
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Figure 10: Composite universalism and log GDP per capita.

A second prominent argument is that the historical subsistencemode had an effect on
people’s moral views. Specifically, compared to rainfed agriculture, irrigation-intensive
crops such as wetland rice are theorized to producemore interdependent and less univer-
salist societies because building and maintaining large-scale irrigation systems requires
extensive cooperation and collaboration with neighbors. Because irrigation could not
be efficiently practiced by individual farmers, people relied on the group for economic
production and survival, hence potentially fostering a morality in which relationship-
specific obligations and in-group favoritism play a salient role. In contrast, rainfed agri-
culture does not require extensive local cooperation, which may induce a more universal-
ist morality. Accordingly, the literature has studied the effects of irrigation practices (or
the historical soil suitability for irrigation) on a group-based psychology (e.g., Talhelm
et al., 2014; Buggle, 2020).

To test whether these accounts can shed light on cross-country variation in the GUS
data, we study correlations with the tightness of historical kinship networks (from Enke,
2019), the share of Christians in society (from Barro, 2003) and the intensity of ancestral
irrigation practices (taken from Buggle, 2020). Figure 11 shows added variable (partial
correlation) plots for each of these variables. Each panel is constructed controlling for
log per capita income. All of the variables are conditionally correlated with universal-
ism in ways hypothesized by prior literature: societies with tight ancestral kinship ties,
a smaller share of Christians,1⁵ and those with more intensive irrigation practices are

1⁵One reason for the strong correlation between Christianity and universalism is that many sub-
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Figure 11: Added variable plots of the cross-country relationships between composite universalism and an-
cestral kinship tightness (to left panel), Christian share (top right panel) and ancestral irrigation (bottom
panel). Each panel is constructed controlling for log per capita income.

less universalist. The raw (partial) correlations with universalism are -0.18 (-0.42) for
kinship tightness, 0.45 (0.55) for share of Christians, and -0.33 (-0.38) for ancestral
irrigation. All of the partial correlations are statistically significant at the 1% level.

Jointly, ancestral kinship tightness, the share of Christians, ancestral irrigation and
contemporary per capita income “explain” 40% of the variation in universalism. How-
ever, naturally, the partial correlations reported above do not shed light on which (if any)
of these variables cause universalism, both because the variables are all intra-correlated
and because of the potential for reverse causation or other omitted variables.

Other correlates. In our pre-analysis plan, we specified that we would additionally
study the correlations between universalism and other country-level outcomes, includ-
ing property rights, education, federal redistribution, income inequality, foreign aid and

Saharan African populations that exhibit relatively high foreign universalism (Ethiopia, Kenya, Ghana,
Tanzania, Kenya, Zimbabwe) are partly Christian today. (The correlation between foreign universalism
and Christianity is r = 0.60.) The same is true of South American countries such as Ecuador, Colombia
or Brazil. On the other hand, many countries in North Africa, the Middle East and South Asia exhibit
low universalism and have small Christian populations (e.g., Iran, Israel, Egypt, India, Algeria, Turkey,
Pakistan, Bangladesh).
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environmental protection.1⁶ The correlations are reported in Appendix Figure B.18. Con-
ditional on per capita income, the strongest relationships with universalism are found
with an environmental protection index, property rights and the Gini index (more uni-
versalist populations tend to be more unequal). All other partial correlations are very
small in magnitude.

Decomposing cross-country variation. As discussed in Section 4.1, our theoretical
framework and treatment variations allow us to decompose differences in universalism
across countries into the role of moral views and group-specific altruism. To illustrate,
consider the most (Ethiopia) and the least (China) universalist country in our sample.
Using eq. (4), we compute that of the difference in universalism in treatment Baseline
of 20.7 percentage points, 95% are driven by the treatment difference in Moral (moral
views) and 5% by heterogeneous treatment effects. More generally, at the country level,
the correlation between composite universalism as separately computed from subjects
in Baseline andMoral is r = 0.96, which again suggests that differences in universalistic
behavior across countries largely reflect heterogeneous moral views.

8 Experience with Democracy and Universalism

What shapes universalistic behavior? A compelling narrative prominent among social
scientists is that exposure to democracy fosters universalist moral views: if all people in
society engage in collective decision-making to elect a joint set of leaders, then this may
weaken group-based divisions and induce people to treat all others alike – the quintessen-
tial definition of universalism. Indeed, philosophers such as Rawls (1993) have argued
that a fair basic structure in society (including democracy) creates moral obligations
towards compatriots. Similarly, democracy is frequently highlighted in discussions of
potential drivers of morality by psychologists and cultural evolution researchers (the
“D” in the widely-used WEIRD acronym).

The GUS dataset facilitates an investigation of this hypothesis. As a first step, Fig-
ure 12 shows the partial cross-country correlation between the Polity V democracy index
and composite universalism, controlling for log per capita income. The raw correlation is
0.22 and the partial correlation 0.42, p < 0.01. To move beyond this purely descriptive
evidence, we make use of the fact that, unlike variables that are fixed or very slow-
moving, the degree of democracy varies widely not just across countries but also across
age cohorts.

1⁶We also intended to look at the prevalence of family firms. However, we were unable to locate a
dataset on family firms that had sufficient coverage for a meaningful analysis.
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Figure 12: Added variable plot of composite universalism against democracy, controlling for log per capita
GDP.

8.1 Variation Across Country-Age-Cohorts

Recent research has leveraged country-cohort-specific variation in lifetime experience
with democracy to study the determinants of support for democracy (Fuchs-Schündeln
and Schündeln, 2015; Acemoglu et al., 2021). Here, we use the same difference-in-
differences strategy to provide initial evidence on whether experience with democracy
shapes universalism.

As a starting point, we use the democracy score in the Polity V dataset, which is
a summary index ranging from zero to ten that captures different institutional aspects
such as the degree of constraints on the executive and the competitiveness of political
recruitment and participation. For most countries in our sample, this variable is available
for each year. For each individual in our data, we compute the average democracy score
over a respondent’s lifetime in their current country of residence to construct an index
of lifetime experience with democracy. In Appendix Figure B.19, we show that there is
significant variation in experience with democracy in most countries in our data set.

Two remarks on the sample are in order. First, because the Polity V democracy score
is missing for some countries and years, we restrict attention to respondents for whom
the democracy score is available for at least 75% of their lifetime, since otherwise we
cannot credibly proxy an individual’s experience with democracy. Second, given that
we separately look at migrants below, and given that we don’t know when exactly an
individual migrated to their current country of residence (based on which we compute
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experience with democracy), we exclude migrants from this first analysis, though we
have verified that the results are quantitatively identical when we include them.

The regression analysis follows a difference-in-differences strategy that relates differ-
ential changes in universalism across cohorts in different countries to changes in cohort-
level experience with democracy.1⁷ Intuitively, the hypothesis is that if in a given country
the young were exposed to democracy for a longer fraction of their lifetime than the old,
then universalism should be higher among the young. However, if in another country
the young were exposed to democracy for a shorter fraction of their lifetime than the
old, then universalism should be higher among the old. Importantly, there is sizable
variation across countries in which cohorts lived in a democratic regime for a longer
share of their lifetime because different countries transition into and out of democracy
at different points in time.

Table 3 summarizes the results. The regression reported in column (1) shows that,
holding fixed an individual’s age and their country of residence, longer experience with
more democratic institutions is associated with higher universalism. The standardized
beta in this regression (not reported in the regression table) is 8%, suggesting that a one
standard deviation increase in experience with democracy is associated with an increase
in 8% of a standard deviation in universalism. Column (2) shows that these patterns are
specific to democracy and do not hold similarly for average lifetime (log) GDP per capita.
Column (3) controls for demographics. The results are very similar.

Columns (4)–(7) break these patterns down into domestic and foreign universalism.
While the point estimate of lifetime exposure to democracy is positive in both cases, it is
30–70% larger for domestic universalism (though the difference between the regression
coefficients is not statistically significant).

8.2 Variation Across Migrants

Because the Gallup World Poll contains information about respondents’ country of birth,
we further study a potential impact of democracy on universalism through cross-migrant
analyses that hold the current country of residence fixed. The idea is that if two migrants
currently reside in the same country, they may still have had differential experience with
democracy in the past if they descend from different home countries. This is the so-called
epidemiological approach in cultural economics (Giuliano, 2007). To facilitate this, we

1⁷Formally, the estimating equation is given by:

univi,a,c = α+ βda,c +
∑

c

γc1c +
∑

a

γa1a + εi,a,c (5)

Here, univi,a,c is universalism of individual i of age a from country c, da,c is experience to democracy in a
country-age cell, and the two summands capture fixed effects for age and country, respectively.
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Table 3: Exposure to democracy and universalism: Variation across country-age-cohorts

Dependent variable:

Universalism

Composite Domestic Foreign

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Lifetime average democracy score 0.38∗∗∗ 0.39∗∗∗ 0.34∗∗∗ 0.42∗∗∗ 0.41∗∗∗ 0.30∗∗ 0.21
(0.10) (0.10) (0.10) (0.11) (0.11) (0.13) (0.13)

Lifetime average log GDP p/c 1.46 1.11 -0.07 -0.37 2.57∗∗ 2.08∗
(0.90) (0.94) (0.93) (0.97) (1.21) (1.26)

Country FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Age FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Treatment FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Demographic controls No No Yes No Yes No Yes

Adjusted R2 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.10
Observations 55323 55323 53826 54867 53391 53765 52332

Notes. OLS estimates of universalism on democracy exposure with robust standard errors, clustered
at the level of 3,468 country-age cells. Exposure to democracy is constructed by taking the mean of
the Democracy score time series in the Polity V database over the respondent’s lifetime. Demographic
controls include gender, income quintile fixed effects, college degree and an indicator for whether an
individual lives in a big city. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

assign each migrant in the GUS data the democracy score in their country of origin, and
link it to universalism, controlling for country of residence fixed effects. All non-migrants
in the data are excluded from the analysis. We note that this migrant analysis has less
power than the cohort analysis above because of a lower number of observations (2,741
migrants vs. 53,639 respondents).

Table 4 summarizes the results, which are broadly similar to those from the analysis
across age cohorts above: exposure to democracy is positively linked to universalism. We
find a strong positive relationship between domestic universalism and democracy, while
there is no significant effect for foreign universalism. Overall, we view these combined
results from the cross-country, cross-cohort and cross-migrant analyses as suggestive
evidence that experience with democracy leads to higher universalism.1⁸

1⁸One interpretation of the stronger results in the domestic domain is that democracy may shape more
strongly how people think about domestic group divisions because living in a democracy vs. autocracy
arguably primarily matters for interactions with fellow citizens rather than foreigners. Indeed, Rawls
(1993) argued that a fair basic structure in society creates moral obligations towards compatriots but not
towards foreigners.
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Table 4: Exposure to democracy and universalism: Variation across migrants

Dependent variable:

Universalism

Composite Domestic Foreign

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Democracy score in home country 0.20∗ 0.28∗∗ 0.26∗ 0.45∗∗∗ 0.44∗∗∗ 0.10 0.05
(0.10) (0.13) (0.14) (0.14) (0.14) (0.18) (0.18)

Log GDP p/c in home country -0.20 -0.30 -0.40 -0.59 -0.38 -0.37
(0.54) (0.55) (0.51) (0.52) (0.73) (0.75)

Country FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Age FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Treatment FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Demographic controls No No Yes No Yes No Yes

Adjusted R2 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06
Observations 2741 2451 2412 2424 2387 2398 2363

Notes. OLS estimates of universalism on democracy in a migrant’s country of origin. Standard errors
are clustered at the level of 151 countries of origin. Demographic controls include gender, income
quintile fixed effects, college degree and an indicator for whether an individual lives in a big city.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

9 Discussion and Outlook

This paper provides a first comprehensive analysis of the global variation in universal-
ism: the extent to which people assign the same weight to the interests of strangers
as to those of in-group members. By introducing a new large-scale dataset, the Global
Universalism Survey, we document how universalism varies across societies and individ-
uals, whether moral considerations underlie observed behavior, how universalism helps
understand heterogeneity in civic engagement and political views, and how experience
with democracy may shape universalist attitudes. A primary takeaway from our analysis
is that a global dataset like ours often qualifies and refines prior expectations – both our
own and those articulated by others. For example, we have seen how the link between
universalism and demographics such as education and urbanicity is highly culturally spe-
cific. Similarly, we find that universalism is considerably less predictive of political views
outside the West, even in highly developed nations such as Japan or South Korea. Finally,
we provide evidence showing that common intuitions about cross-cultural heterogene-
ity in universalism – expressed by anthropologists, psychologists and economists alike –
require some qualification. We view these various pieces of evidence as proof-of-concept
that large-scale data collection exercises like ours are needed to understand moral pref-
erences beyond the participant pools that are typically studied.

Another main takeaway of our global analysis is that moral views related to univer-
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salism and polito-economic outcomes appear to be intertwined. On the one hand, we
provide evidence across countries, across age cohorts and across migrants that experi-
ence with democracy may shape universalism. On the other hand, we also show that
universalism is strongly predictive of people’s social and economic policy views as well
as their civic engagement, hence suggesting that democracy may produce certain social
outcomes partly because it shapes people’s moral views.

While this paper has made some first attempts to illuminate demographic and cul-
tural differences in universalism, we speculate that the existence of the GUS dataset
opens up the possibility for an entire research agenda on the correlates, determinants
and consequences of variation in universalism. Many research questions that were pre-
viously out of reach due to data limitations can now be tackled, including a broader
investigation of how the prevalence of universalism interacts and co-evolves with politi-
cal and economic institutions, and is shaped by ecological and climatic conditions.
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